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Abstract: One recent area of interest in computer science is data stream management and processing. By ‘data
stream’, we refer to continuous and rapidly generated packages of data. Speciﬁc features of data streams are immense
volume, high production rate, limited data processing time, and data concept drift; these features diﬀerentiate the
data stream from standard types of data. An issue for the data stream is classiﬁcation of input data. A novel
ensemble classiﬁer is proposed in this paper. The classiﬁer uses base classiﬁers of two weighting functions under
diﬀerent data input conditions. In addition, a new method is used to determine drift, which emphasizes the precision
of the algorithm. Another characteristic of the proposed method is removal of diﬀerent numbers of the base classiﬁers
based on their quality. Implementation of a weighting mechanism to the base classiﬁers at the decision-making stage
is another advantage of the algorithm. This facilitates adaptability when drifts take place, which leads to classiﬁers
with higher eﬃciency. Furthermore, the proposed method is tested on a set of standard data and the results conﬁrm
higher accuracy compared to available ensemble classiﬁers and single classiﬁers. In addition, in some cases the
proposed classiﬁer is faster and needs less storage space.
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1 Introduction
‘Data stream’ refers to a continuous and inﬁnite
series of data with a high generation rate. Recent
advances in sensors technology, data processing, and
communication have enabled automatic data storage. The need to process larger amounts of data has
promoted the ﬁeld of data mining and knowledge
discovery (Xu et al., 2011). These advances have
also multiplied the applications that relate with data
streams. Data stream mining is a research topic of
growing interest. Unique features of data streams including immense volume, high generation rate, limited processing time, large dimensions, inﬁnite data
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volume, and concept drift, distinguish data streams
from standard types of data. This means that traditional data mining methods are not suitable for
classifying data streams. The majority of classiﬁcation methods assume that data distribution does not
change over time, so they have a problem in recognizing concept drift when it comes to data streams
(Jiang et al., 2009; Gama, 2010).
A critical task of the data mining process is classiﬁcation of data. Classiﬁcation methods are composed of two phases: (1) A model is generated using
training data with a speciﬁc class tag; (2) The generated model is employed to predict the class label
of the test data (i.e., the data of which we know the
class label but the model does not). In classiﬁcation
of data streams, labeled and unlabeled data are in
the same set. Indeed, training and testing phases
are performed in parallel, and a model is developed
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as soon as these two phases ﬁnished (Gama, 2010).
Generally, classiﬁcation algorithms are grouped in
two groups of single and ensemble models. Single
models learn incrementally and need new data for
updating. The updating process in single models
is complicated. Additionally, classiﬁcation of the
data by single models is not one hundred percent
reliable. On the other hand, ensemble models are
constituted of several single models. In data stream
classiﬁcation, ensemble learning methods enjoy several advantages over other models such as being easily scalable, having parallel function compatibility,
and fast change adaptability through pruning of lowperformance sections. Ensemble classiﬁcations also
feature high accuracy (Kuncheva, 2004).
Under data stream classiﬁcation, the unlabeled
data is fed to the classiﬁcation system and then assigned with the correct labels. The labeled data
can be used to update the classiﬁer model. Data
stream classiﬁcation is always performed at the training stage, as the feedback is the only way to determine concept drift, to adapt, and to update the
classiﬁcation model.
An ideal classiﬁer for data streams needs to meet
speciﬁc features, including: (1) high accuracy, (2)
fast change adaptation, (3) low computation and
storage load, (4) minimum number of parameters,
(5) noise tolerance, and (6) compatibility with new
concepts, recursiveness, and optimum use of the past
data. Some of these features such as low storage load
and recursiveness are controversial and not all these
features can be collected in a single system. Due to
the speciﬁc nature of the data stream, the following
requirements must be considered for a data stream
classiﬁer (Street and Kim, 2001): (1) all samples are
processed only once, (2) limited storage is needed,
(3) there is limited data processing time, and (4) the
model should provide the best prediction if it stops
before the conclusion.
Integrating, composed of the voting method,
classiﬁer combination, and removal of low quality
classiﬁers, is performed online in the proposed ensemble classiﬁer. The present study is a development
based on previous work. In addition to a data stream
classiﬁer, a novel method composed of concept drift
detection, expert deletion, and dynamical weighting
mechanism is introduced. Data processing is carried out on blocks of data and drifts are detected
based on eﬀectiveness of base classiﬁcation between
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two consecutive blocks of data (Base classiﬁers used
in this method are decision trees). The number of
removed classes varies in each replication of classiﬁer evaluation and in the case in which the number
of concept drifts in the data exceeds a threshold,
the number of removed classiﬁcations will be more
than that in the previous stage. Dynamic weighting with a base classiﬁer leads to higher diversity in
the model. Along with higher accuracy, the Kappa
statistics (an indicator of intelligence of the classiﬁer)
also increases. Eventually, with implementation of a
weighting mechanism, base classiﬁcation is achieved
based on previous records and higher accuracy.

2 Related work
Before discussing similar studies in the ﬁeld,
three methods to detect concept drift are introduced.
Gama et al. (2004) introduced the drift detection
method (DDM). The main idea of DDM is that
when data distribution is stable over time, the error level of the model decreases over time, and vice
versa. Thus, the status of the model can take two
modes: (1) warning level—when the input data is
stored in temporary memory; (2) drift level—drift
is noted when the system enters this level and the
model generator algorithm starts relearning by using
the data in the temporary memory. An extension to
DDM is the early drift detection method (EDDM)
(Baena-García et al., 2006). The main idea is that
the distance between two errors increases over time
while the concepts adopt a more stable condition. It
was assumed that when the distance between errors
is less than a threshold level (α), a warning mode
will be triggered and recent data will be stored in
the temporary memory. In addition, the method detects drift when the warning mode is triggered and
distance between the errors is less than a threshold β (α > β). EDDM shows higher performance
and needs less storage. Bifet (2009) proposed an
adapting sliding window algorithm called ADWIN.
That is, when the average value of two parts of subwindows exceeds an acceptable level, the recent subwindow data will be dropped. One of the inputs of
the algorithm is conceptual level (α), which represents a conﬁdence level to the test.
The concept adapting very fast decision tree
(CVFDT) (Hulten et al., 2001) is an extension
to the very fast decision tree algorithm. The
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algorithm is known for high accuracy and a fast
decision tree, showing the capability to detect and
respond to change in the process of data sample generation. In fact, CVFDT is capable of detecting
and dealing with concept drift. Dynamic weighted
majority (DWM) (Kolter and Maloof, 2007) is an
ensemble algorithm, which does not use any internal
explicit detection method. Concept drift is detected
by weighting on the performances of base classiﬁers.
At ﬁrst, a classiﬁer is assigned a ﬁxed weight; then,
the weight of the classiﬁer is increased/decreased
based on its performance and parameter ρ (a factor set by the operator for increasing/decreasing
weights). When the classiﬁer error exceeds a threshold level, one of the base classiﬁers is dropped and
replaced by another classiﬁer. Eventually, the majority voting is done by implementing a weighting
function on the classiﬁers. OZAboost is a kind of
online boosting algorithm (Oza, 2005). OZAboost
updates the weight with a Poisson distribution and
is a parallel boosting method that follows Adaboost.
OZAboost-Adwin is an extension to OZAboost in
which drifts are detected using the ADWIN method.
Like the DWM method, an accuracy weighted ensemble (AWE) (Wang et al., 2003) generates variation by weighting base classiﬁers and employs Hoeﬀding trees for classiﬁcation. Instead of using a
mechanism to detect drift, the method employs a
function for weighting. Regardless of drift, the proposed classiﬁer drops classiﬁcations with minimum
eﬃciency and generates a new classiﬁcation based
on the data from the last training step.
Zhang et al. (2015) proposed an ensemble classiﬁer based eﬃcient indexing structure method, for
creation and management of an ensemble. E-tree
was introduced in the tree structure for the eﬃcient
insert, delete, and search operations, and then the
tree as base classiﬁers uses four diﬀerent ensemble
methods to build ensemble classiﬁers. Among these
four ensemble methods, the LE-tree method (where
the upper bound for the number of classiﬁcations is
deﬁned and when this limit is met, the old class will
be dropped from ensemble) takes the least time.

3 Concept drift
Concept drift refers to change in distribution of
the data in the context of input data. The context
is a stream of data with a stable distribution. Here
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we deﬁne the concept drift in detail: suppose X is
a specimen of p dimensions. X ∈ C, and C is a set
of classes. The preferred classiﬁer assigns data X to
ci accurately, based on the probability of each class
p(ci ) and conditional probability p(X|ci ), to achieve
the desired classiﬁcation. A set S is used to describe
the behavior of a classiﬁer:
S ={(p(c1 ), p(X|c1 )), (p(c2 ), p(X|c2 )), . . . ,
(p(ck ), p(X|ck ))},

(1)

where the probability of each class and its conditional probability pertinent to the source are given.
According to the Bayes theorem, the probability of
the observed specimen X belonging to class ci is
given by Eq. (2) and X belongs to the class with the
maximum probability value:
p(ci |X) =

p(ci )p(X|ci )
,
p(X)

(2)

where p(X) is a piece of evidence of X, which is
constant for all the classes ci . There is concept drift
when:
1. Class priors p(c) might change over time.
2. The distributions of one or several classes
p(X|c) might change.
3. The posterior distributions of the class memberships p(c|X) might change.
The probability of change in p(c|X) is considered as concept drift and change in p(X|c) is called
virtual or pseudo concept drift (Zliobaite, 2009).
Another deﬁnition of concept drift has been proposed by Zhang et al. (2008). In this deﬁnition, by
using p(x, c) = p(x|t) · p(c|x), changes in the previous distribution p(x) are made dependent on time
(t), and concept drift occurs when p(x|t) and p(c|x)
change. So, concept drift is categorized as follows:
1. Loose concept drift (LCD): this kind of drift
occurs if p(x|t) is altered as systematically localized
and p(c|x) is altered gradually and evolves locally
as time elapses. If p(x|t) changes continuously but
p(c|x) remains unchanged, then LCD is exactly the
sample selection bias problem in traditional machine
learning.
2. Rigorous concept drift (RCD): this kind of
drift occurs when p(x|t) and p(c|x) are altered randomly and suddenly.
By deﬁnition, ‘systematically localized’ is
scarcity or absence of sample’s overlapping in the
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current and previous chunks. This deﬁnition of concept drift is more accurate than other deﬁnitions,
since, in addition to involving time, it includes other
factors such as bias, which can lead to misperception
of concept drift. Another acceptable classiﬁer that
classiﬁes changes based on appearance is grouped in
four groups: (1) sudden, (2) gradual, (3) recursive,
and (4) predictable (Zliobaite, 2009). Based on how
concept drift is handled, stream data classiﬁcation
methods can be grouped as (i) instance weighting
(Ruping, 2001), (ii) window based (Oza, 2005), and
(iii) ensemble methods (Street and Kim, 2001; Kolter
and Maloof, 2007; Tsymbal et al., 2008; Minku and
Yao, 2012; Brzezinski and Stefanowski, 2014). In
group (i), the input data is dropped from the training set based on the weight assigned to them. In
group (ii), in addition to handling drift, classiﬁcation is carried out by generating a sliding window
with occasionally diﬀerent sizes on the just added
data, which also supplies training data. In group
(iii), which is the most common method, drift is handled by assigning weights to base classiﬁers, dropping
and replacing poor classiﬁers by new models.

4 Proposed method
Any ensemble classiﬁer for processing data
stream should be able to show: (1) how the class
label of an input will be predicted, (2) how concept
drift is detected, and (3) how an expert is dropped
from the set of classiﬁers.
The proposed classiﬁer employs the weighted
majority voting to generate its ﬁnal prediction. Drift
is detected based on a new measure called ‘Kappa
statistics’, which emphasizes intelligence of the algorithm and employs a new concept taking the quality
of each classiﬁer to drop base classiﬁers. The process
is described in detail below.
4.1 Weighting mechanism
An active ensemble classiﬁer was proposed by
Zhu et al. (2010) to label an important part of the
samples. By dividing the error into variance and
bias, it is demonstrated that the bias error can be
ignored when the same base classiﬁers are used. Furthermore, the model error is decreased by reducing
the variance. Therefore, this weighting base classiﬁer problem can be formulated as an optimization problem and the objective function is variance
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minimization. In this study, the bias error is avoided
in weighting and, instead of applying the optimization function which is a computationally expensive
task, to determine the weights, simple weighting
functions are used in diﬀerent conditions to take into
account the optimization of weights.
The weighting process in the proposed method
is carried out on the base classiﬁers; one linear and
one nonlinear functions are used when input data
are added under diﬀerent conditions. As suggested
by the tests, the nonlinear function is more eﬀective
when a concept is stationary, and the linear one is
preferred when ﬂuctuation of the input data is notable. On the other hand, the nonlinear function
in absence of drift immunizes the classiﬁer against
noise and irrelevant data. According to statistics
and pattern detection techniques, classiﬁcation is a
prediction process and authenticity of the predication can be ascertained in diﬀerent ways such as
by mean square error (MSE), mean absolute error
(MAE), variance, and standard deviation. MSE and
MAE are more common than the others. Wang et al.
(2003) and Brzezinski and Stefanowski (2014) used
MSE in the weighting algorithm, and we use MAE
in this study. The reason is that the square error is
mostly used to show the intensity of changes and thus
more emphasis is put on large errors (e.g., noises)
with a low probability. MAE is obtained as follows:
n

MAE =

1
|yˆi − yi |,
n i=1

(3)

where ŷi stands for the prediction results, yi the actual value of the class label, and n the number of
observations. The linear weighting function is
WLinear = max{MAEr − MAEi , },

(4)

and the nonlinear weighting function is
WNon_linear =

1
,
MAEr + MAEi + 

(5)

where  denotes a small and almost zero constant
and MAEi represents the mean absolute error of the
ith base classiﬁer in the recent stream, which is given
as

1
MAEi =
|1 − pic (x)|.
(6)
|Sn |
(x,c)∈Sn

Here Sn represents the input data, |Sn | is the size of
input data, x is an input instance of the classiﬁer,
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and c is the class label of the instance. pic (x) stands
for the probability of input data belonging to class
c from the viewpoint of the ith classiﬁer. Supposing that a classiﬁer generates classiﬁcation randomly
based on the distribution of each class, with p(c)
being the probability of selecting class c, MAEr is
obtained as

MAEr =
p(c)|1 − p(c)|.
(7)
c

Now, let the input dataset be composed of two classes
{0, 1} with a uniform distribution. Then Eq. (7)
yields 0.5. MAEr in the proposed method acts as
a measure of poorness of the classiﬁer. The pseudocode for weighting the classiﬁers is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Weighting
Require: Si : data stream; Ci : example chunk of size c;
E: ensemble
Ensure: Ew : weighted ensemble E
1: if size(Ci ) = c && drift is detected then
2:
for each e in E do
3:
eweight = WLinear
4:
Add e to Ew
5:
end for
6: end if
7: if size(Ci ) = c && drift is not detected then
8:
for each e in E do
9:
eweight = WNon_linear
10:
Add e to Ew
11:
end for
12: end if
13: return Ew

4.2 Drift detection
The main issue in working with a data stream
is how to detect and handle concept drift. There are
a variety of statistical tests to detect drift in data
streams (Gama et al., 2004; Baena-García et al.,
2006; Bifet, 2009). As noted earlier, these tests
are characterized by heavy and slow computation.
The proposed method here, however, is implicitly
added to the classiﬁer algorithm. It is also implicitly available in any ensemble algorithm so that the
proposed method can be compatible with all systems
that employ an ensemble of classiﬁers for classiﬁcation. Given that measuring with considerable random error eﬀects leads to diﬀerent decision-making
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values, one may say that replication of the measurement does not lead to a ﬁxed result and the results
are not reliable. In such a case, the Kappa coeﬃcient is used to measure the reliability. In practice,
more than 75% harmony is reliable. The Kappa coeﬃcient is also an index to assess harmony among
decision makers (Sim and Wright, 2005). For example, in Table 1, harmonies are observed mainly on
the points a and d. Kappa measures the extent of
these harmonies and it is obtained through
κ=

Pr(o) − Pr(e)
,
1 − Pr(e)

(8)

where Pr(o) is the relative observed agreement
among raters, and Pr(e) is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement. Pr(e) and Pr(o) are
n 1 m1
n 0 m0
Pr(e) =
+
,
(9)
n n
n n
a+d
.
(10)
n
We take Kappa coeﬃcient above 80% as excellent
harmony and above 65% as good harmony; a Kappa
coeﬃcient not larger than 65% indicates that the
probability of harmony is by chance (≥50%) or nonchance (<50%) (In other words, agreement may also
be a chance or not). A negative Kappa coeﬃcient
indicates that the harmony is by chance. A Kappa
coeﬃcient of 65% is considered as acceptable harmony. The proposed method calls a classiﬁcation
process ‘random’ when the Kappa coeﬃcient for the
last 100 specimens of each input package is less than
65%. When this happens, the weighting function is
replaced and poor classiﬁers are dropped. In fact,
the precision of running the algorithm is a measure
to survey concept drift. The pseudocode is given in
Algorithm 2.
Pr(o) =

Table 1 Example of the harmony table

A

Yes
No
Total

Yes
a
c
n1 = a + c

B
No
b
d
n0 = b + d

Total
m1 = a + b
m0 = c + d
n = n0 + n1

4.3 Expert deletion
Generally, the number of base classiﬁers in ensemble classiﬁers, as a constant throughout the operation, is set by the operator. Recently proposed
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Algorithm 2 Drift detection

Algorithm 3 Expert(s) deletion

Require: C100 : last chunk of size 100; E: ensemble; α:
agreement factor
Ensure: True, False
1: // Default value (α = 65%)
2: if (C100 ) && κ(E) > α then
3:
return False
4: end if
5: if (C100 ) && κ(E) ≤ α then
6:
return True
7: end if

Require: Si : data stream; Ci : example chunk of size c;
E: ensemble
Ensure: poorestclassifiers
1: αmin = 1.0
2: poorestclassifiers =null
3: if size(Ci ) = c && drift is not detected then
4:
if size(E) = default ensemble size then
5:
for each e in E do
6:
if eα ≤ αmin then
7:
αmin = eα
8:
poorclassifier = e
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
poorestclassifiers .add(poorclassifier )
12:
end if
13: end if
14: if size(Ci ) = c && drift is detected then
15:
for each e in E do
16:
αtotal + = 1/(eα + )
17:
end for
18:
αavg = |E|/αtotal
19:
for each e in E do
20:
if eα < αavg then
21:
poorestclassifiers .add(e)
22:
end if
23:
end for
24: end if
25: return poorestclassifiers

methods drop classiﬁers, if needed, within a speciﬁc
time period, so that the number of classiﬁers to be
removed can be constant (one in most cases). Under
the proposed method, one of the poor classiﬁers is
dropped at the end of each chunk of input data and
more than one classiﬁer is dropped when a concept
drift is detected. In fact, the number of classiﬁers is
set to maximum by the operator.
In the expert deletion algorithm (Algorithm 3),
αmin is assigned with the minimum quality of classiﬁers and the classiﬁer with the minimum quality
is dropped; poorestclassifiers stores the classiﬁers that
must be dropped; αavg represents the harmonic mean
of the classiﬁer’s quality and it is obtained as follows:
αavg =

|E|
.
n

1/αi

(11)

Eventually, the quality of each classiﬁer is obtained
by normalization:

i=1

Variable αi carries the quality of each classiﬁer and is
stored along with each classiﬁer. The classiﬁers with
quality smaller than the mean point are dropped. To
obtain α, assume a set of input data as
D = {(xi , yi )|i = 1, 2, · · · , N },

(12)

where xi is data point, yi the correct label for xi ,
and N the number of base classiﬁers in the ensemble
classiﬁer. The error of the ith classiﬁer on the input
data is
errori =

N
1 
I(ci (xj )) = yj ,
N j=1

(13)

where I(ci (xj )) is classiﬁcation on the specimen x
carried on by classiﬁer Ci . To add the eﬀect of
the weight of each classiﬁer on its error, the inverse
weight of each classiﬁer is multiplied by its error:
εi =

1
· errori .
wi

(14)

eα =

1 1 − εi
ln
.
2
εi

(15)

Under the proposed method, examinations to drop
classiﬁers are carried out when a new block of data
is added and classiﬁers with minimum values are
removed. As illustrated in the dropping algorithm
(Algorithm 3) and based on diﬀerent mechanisms,
the number of classiﬁers varies between the cases in
which a drift is detected or no drift is detected. No
classiﬁer is dropped when there is no drift and the
number of base classiﬁer does not exceed the upper
limit, and one classiﬁer is dropped otherwise. On the
other hand, the classiﬁers with minimum mean harmonic values are dropped when a drift is detected.

5 Experimental results
As discussed in the previous section, the
proposed method handles a variety of ensemble
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classiﬁcations by using weighting functions and dropping poor classiﬁers. When a drift is detected, the
number of dropped classiﬁers might be more than
one. The Kappa coeﬃcient was introduced to detect drift, which also shows the precision and reliability of the proposed method. To compare the
results with those of other methods, measures such
as accuracy, classiﬁcation time, precision of prediction, and required storage were employed under slow
and sudden drift conditions with diﬀerent cluster
sizes. Experiments were implemented on a Linux
machine with 2.20 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory using a data stream management system MOA (Bifet
et al., 2010).
5.1 Dataset and assessment
Standard datasets used in other similar research
were used here. The data is available in MOA, which
enables us to exactly set the point and place of drift.
Therefore, the accuracy and error level of the model
can be measured when drift is induced. Diﬀerent
types of data were tested (Table 2).
In the following subsections we compare the proposed method with CVFDT, DWM, OZA, and AWE
models regarding accuracy, average required memory, prediction precision, and classiﬁcation time.
The models compared were set in default mode.
Table 2 Characteristics of diﬀerent datasets
Dataset

Number of
drifts

Number of
labels

Number of
attributes

SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave
WaveM

3
9
4
8
4
0
9

4
4
2
2
4
3
3

3
3
10
10
5
40
40

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts. For all the datasets,
the number of instances is 1×105

5.2 Accuracy
To compare the accuracy of the proposed
method with those of other methods, a window size
of 500 was used for ensemble classiﬁers. In addition, the eﬀect of window size was checked using different window sizes. Accuracy comparison between
the proposed method and other methods is given in
Table 3.
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Table 3 Average classiﬁcation accuracies (%)
Dataset

Proposed

DWM

OZA

CVFDT

AWE

SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave
WaveM

84.84
87.37
85.70
79.90
74.10
85.71
84.15

84.82
84.91
88.70
76.84
73.95
83.82
83.75

82.64
83.37
71.65
71.79
71.63
83.37
83.22

87.71
85.00
82.40
71.36
68.11
83.90
82.71

87.19
85.10
87.30
72.17
73.58
81.57
81.31

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts

Evidently, the accuracy of the proposed method
is acceptable with datasets LED, Wave, Hyper, and
SEA under gradual changes. Furthermore, the proposed method outperformed other methods regarding accuracy under combined drifts mode (sudden
and gradual drifts). Classiﬁers AWE and DWM had
higher performance under sudden drift.
The proposed classiﬁer outperformed the ensemble classiﬁers regarding accuracy under sudden
drift; however, two classiﬁers were better than the
proposed method in this regard. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The cause of sudden changes in the classiﬁer accuracy of the proposed method is the use of
small decision tree. Although the decision trees used
in the base classiﬁers are small, accurate weighting
leads to acceptable harmony of the classiﬁer. When
working with artiﬁcial data, the operator may accurately manipulate the place of drift and length of
drift by setting the parameters of the data generation
function.
As indicated earlier, the proposed classiﬁer has
higher accuracy when the drift is gradual and combined. This is due to two weighting functions for
drift and no drift conditions. The proposed method
also has acceptable tolerance for noise to guarantee
that when the concepts are received with ﬁxed distribution, the proposed method shows less ﬂuctuation
compared with other models. Table 4 lists the effect of window size on the set of data used in this
work. Clearly, increase in window size leads to a
decrease in the time needed to accomplish data classiﬁcation, while the classiﬁcation accuracy decreases
at the same time. The extent of the accuracy variation between maximum and minimum window sizes
notably reaches 2% in some cases. The window size
also inﬂuences the accuracy and time classiﬁcation,
which is more notable when fewer characteristics are
under consideration (e.g., SEA). Furthermore, larger
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of memory demand compared with other ensemble
methods. Table 5 lists the memory usage. With
only one decision tree, the classiﬁer CVFDT needs
smaller memory, which is not listed in the table.

(a) 90
85

Accuracy (%)

80
75
70
65
60

Table 5 Average memory usage

55
50
40
0

Proposed
DWM

10

20

30

60
40
50
Instances (×105)

70

80

90

SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave
WaveM

100

90
85
80

Accuracy (%)

Memory (MB)

Dataset

45

(b)
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75
70

Proposed

DWM

OZA

AWE

1.56
1.22
3.38
3.22
0.48
56.30
15.81

1.32
1.73
4.24
4.37
0.61
6.18
6.42

6.23
4.82
11.31
10.19
2.56
69.73
26.16

2.66
1.93
3.41
3.71
0.32
50.63
12.29

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts

65
60
55
50
45
40
0

5.4 Precision

Proposed
CVFDT

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Instances (×105)

Fig. 1 Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracy on the
HyperM dataset: (a) the proposed method vs. DWM;
(b) the proposed method vs. CVFDT. The black and
green horizontal lines represent sudden and gradual
drifts, respectively. The ﬁrst drift occurs at time 0.
References to color refer to the online version of this
ﬁgure

changes of window size on the dataset with more
characteristics (i.e., Wave) lead to diﬀerent behavior
so that increase of window size leads to the increase
of classiﬁcation accuracy.
5.3 Memory
The number of base classiﬁers in the proposed
method is set to maximum by the operator; this
number increases or decreases under diﬀerent conditions (drift and no drift). This is a great saving

There are diﬀerent deﬁnitions for reliability of
an algorithm; here we used precision of classiﬁer,
which is composed of smaller elements. In most
cases, accuracy and precision are used interchangeably, but in fact, they represent two independent
concepts. There are diﬀerent ways to test precision.
As mentioned, the Kappa coeﬃcient was used here.
Table 6 lists the Kappa coeﬃcient value for diﬀerent
sets of data and classiﬁers. The proposed method
is similar to the Boosting method (strong classiﬁer)
in the way of selecting base classiﬁers. We expected
higher reliability of the harmony used for classiﬁcation. Table 6 conﬁrms high precision of the proposed
method in all cases except for SEA and Hyper when
sudden drifts take place. In addition, the relationship between accuracy and precision is highlighted
by the table. For instance, like accuracy, classiﬁer
DWM resulted in higher precision on Hyper.

Table 4 Average classiﬁcation accuracy and time using diﬀerent window sizes
Window
size
500
750
1000
1250
1500
1750
2000

Time (s)

Accuracy (%)

SEAS

SEAG

HyperS

HyperM

Wave

SEAS

SEAG

HyperS

HyperM

Wave

40.19
39.83
37.92
37.45
36.30
35.59
34.88

38.72
36.70
36.45
35.70
35.12
34.41
33.58

41.95
41.25
40.06
39.84
38.88
38.02
37.05

106
104
109
103
99
98
96

2120.96
2110.91
2111.87
2106.12
2097.11
2081.21
2064.91

84.84
84.57
84.21
83.94
83.92
83.68
83.30

87.37
87.14
86.79
86.52
86.25
85.95
85.64

85.70
85.50
85.29
85.47
85.23
85.62
85.12

79.90
78.84
78.80
78.51
79.33
78.91
78.11

85.71
85.94
86.29
86.52
86.50
86.41
86.83

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts including sudden and gradual drifts
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Table 6 Average classiﬁcation precision

Proposed
SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave
WaveM

Table 8 Time consumption for training and testing
in datastream

Classiﬁcation precision (%)

Dataset
66.56
71.62
69.50
55.41
71.20
79.10
80.19

DWM
65.59
66.15
76.82
53.11
70.33
75.63
73.86

OZA
60.92
62.70
41.58
40.81
67.78
74.95
74.57
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AWE
69.96
68.72
74.59
43.84
69.92
72.26
71.70

Time (s)

Dataset
SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave

Proposed

DWM

OZA

AWE

40.19
34.71
41.95
80.82
430.09
2230.44

41.22
35.93
47.08
74.09
384.77
2111.20

221.09
206.11
327.40
260.55
597.00
18932.00

43.22
38.66
48.73
79.09
369.56
2120.96

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts

5.5 Time

As the comparisons based on standard datasets
show, the proposed method has acceptable accuracy
under gradual and combined drifts, while under sudden drift, DWM and AWE have higher accuracy.
Compared with other methods, the proposed method
approaches concept drift diﬀerently and uses a precision measure to detect drift. Good harmony is
another advantage of the algorithm, which is better
with gradual and mixed drift than with sudden drift.

The average run time of the algorithm for 1000
test samples was obtained (Table 7). The proposed method shows high processing speed compared
with DWM and AWE. This is because the proposed
method checks the quality of each base classiﬁer at
the end of each stage, while this is done at the weighting stage in AWE and DWM methods. Due to preprocessing, OZA has a high volume of computation
and memory space. In Table 8, we compare the four
ensemble methods in terms of execution time. As
listed in the table, the proposed method was better
on the ﬁrst three datasets.
Table 7 Average of time consumption for 1000 test
examples
Time (s)

Dataset
SEAS
SEAG
HyperS
HyperM
LEDM
Wave
WaveM

Proposed

DWM

OZA

AWE

0.19
0.09
0.31
0.24
0.54
3.67
3.87

0.07
0.06
0.20
0.21
0.15
0.48
0.46

7.94
5.97
9.16
3.90
0.75
33.65
33.46

0.14
0.09
0.20
0.22
0.15
2.97
1.05

S: sudden drift; G: gradual drift; M: combination of drifts
including sudden and gradual drifts

6 Conclusions
The proposed method here is based on observation of error, intelligence, and weighting the votes of
base classiﬁers. In practice, each classiﬁcation operation on the input data creates a classiﬁer on the
recent data, which is added to the set of classiﬁers
when a new set of data is added. This ensures realtime classiﬁcation and updating.
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